If a non-zero graviton mass exists, the question arises if a release of gravitons, possibly as a "Graviton gas" at the onset of inflation could be an initial vacuum state. Pros and cons to this idea are raised, in part based upon Bose gases. The analysis starts with Volovik's condensed matter treatment of GR, and ends with consequences, which the author sees, if the supposition is true.
Introduction
Volovik's [1] book as of 2003 has a chapter on how a Bose gas can be used to obtain a vacuum energy. We extrapolate from this idea, and link it to what was done by Glinka [2] , as to Wheeler De Witt (WdW) treatment of semi-classical style physics in his boson treatment of a "graviton gas" in order to make a similar analogy to what is done by Park [3] , namely his so called version of a temperature sensitive cosmological constant parameter. Then, afterwards, links of how entropy may be connected with an evolution of the resulting cosmological vacuum energy expression, for a graviton gas are explored.
The authors' beliefs as to if this hypothesis can be tested will be the final part of the manuscript.
Review of the Volovik Model for Bose Gases
Volovik [1] derives in page 24 of his manuscript a description of a total vacuum energy via an integral over three dimensional space The integrand to be considered is, using a potential defined by 
1 0 E ≠ when n is very small, and 1 0 E = as 10 10 n → at the onset of inflation.
If we view this as having an indication of when the deviation from usual quantum linearity, the implication is that right at the start of the production of n "gravitons" that there is a cut off right at the start of graviton production, i.e. the implications for 'tHooft's [4] non linearity embedding of quantum systems for gravitons would be in that the conditions for non linear embedding are likely in place as a pre cursor to graviton production. What we are observing is right at the start of the production of gravitons, i.e. the moment emergence of graviton states occurs, we have extinguishment of a contribution of classical embedding, but the pre cursor to that would mean graviton production would be initially "framed" by a non linear contribution.
To quantify this, it would be to have ( ) ( ) ( ) 
There exist a "regularization term" we identify with regularization term ( ) 1 0 0 E n ≠ → which will be seen in Equation (1.5) below, and which has a functional dependence in a fashion which will be derived in the future as 
Furthermore, if we take density of this initial state, as given by 
plays a role, albeit in nearly a nearly non-existent fashion, for tiny graviton mass, then the existence of this second term is in sync with 'tHooft's deterministic quantum mechanics. Volovik calls the 2 nd term a "regularization term", and its importance can be seen as a way to quantify the affects of an embedding of initial quantum information within a larger structure, which is highly non linear. Doing so would help us determine if f f * with f * an initial frequency which can be picked up in GW/Graviton detectors. We shall now consider how to model emergent structure as given in Figure 1 , Figure 2 , and Figure 3 .
Review of Y. J. Ng's Entropy Hypothesis
As used by Ng [6] ( ) ( )
This, according to Ng [6] 
Eventually, the author hopes to put on a sound foundation what 'tHooft [4] is doing with respect to. 'tHooft [4] deterministic quantum mechanics and equiva- Figure 1 . Graph of ( ) 1 E n as an additional embedding structure for a t'Hooft style extension of QM. The smaller the mass is, the closer the ( ) 1 E n regularization term is to not contributing at all, and i.e. its imprint exist before the creation of n "emergent" states.
Later on, each state so created will be connected with gravitons. Figure 2 . Eventual emergent structure, in terms of kink-anti kinks in space time [5] . φ is as representing how quantum structure becomes dominant for a (soliton-anti soliton) S-S' pair the further the a S-S' emerges and develops in space time [5] . lence classes embedding quantum particle structures. Our supposition is that the sample space, V is extraordinarily small, putting an emphasis upon λ being quite small, leading to high frequency behavior for the resulting generated N.
For extremely small volumes for nucleation of a particle, in initial space, this leads to looking at an inter relationship between a term for initial entropy, of the order of 10 
10
, and if the following expression for detectable frequency, with f * = initial frequency ~1 λ , a * an initial scale factor, and 0 a today's scale factor behavior, as given by Buoanno [7] is true.
As written up by Buoanno [7] , even if initial frequencies are enormous, the present day frequencies should be, tops of the order of 100 Hz for initial gravita- 
Conditions to Test for Experimentally to Determine if f f * Exist in the Present Era
As an example we consider a first order phase transition in the early universe.
This can lead to a period of turbulent motion in the broken phase fluid, giving rise to a GW signal. Using the results from Durrer [8] .
"If turbulence is generated in the early universe during a first order phase transition, as discussed in the introduction, one has the formation of a cascade of eddies. The largest ones have a period comparable to the time duration of the turbulence itself (of the phase transition).According to Equation (16) , these eddies generate GWs which inherit their wavenumber. Smaller eddies instead have much higher frequencies, and one might at first think that they imprint their frequency on the GW spectrum. However, since they are generated by a cascade from the larger eddies, they are correlated and cannot be considered as individual sources of GWs." We have serious doubts about that last sentence.
Also brought up are GWs produced by the neutrino anisotropic stresses, which generate a turbulent phase. These would be weaker than E and M contributions to anisotropic stresses. For the record as stated in Kojima's [9] article
Another more familiar example of extra anisotropic stress is that of a primordial magnetic field (PMF) . The amplitude of the energy density 2 8π B and magnetic anisotropic stress of the PMF again both scale as radiation density
. We doubt that such anisotropic stress would be pertinent to HFGW production. Our supposition is that relic graviton production, not just eddies, as speculated by Durrer also play a role as far as detection, Durrer's [8] write up exclusively focuses upon eddies, and turbulence in initial GW production.
Wei-Tou Ni [10] in has a very direct statement that DECIGO [11] and Big Bang Observer [12] look for GWs in the higher frequency range, which may give f f * measurements, especially if f * is not low frequency. Ni also writes, for stochastic backgrounds, that "The minimum detectable intensity of a stochastic GW background"
i.e. Equation (1.9), and the primary difficulty is in accommodating
Sn f is in part analyzed by data brought up by M.
Maggiore, [11] . Having said that, then the issue is, are relic conditions for gravitons and GW are linked to entropy, and an initial entropy value of ~10 10 . Before saying this, we need to consider the role degrees of freedom, g * is in the initial phases of inflation.
Difficulty in Visualizing What g * Is in the Initial Phases of Inflation
Secondly, we look for a way to link initial energy states, which may be pertinent to entropy, in a way which permits an increase in entropy from about 
We assert here, that Equation ( 
Here, the idea would be, to make the following equivalence, namely look at,
Note that in the case that quantum effects become highly significant, that the contribution as given by ( ) 
where we will put in a candidate for the S ∆ for initial conditions, and then use that This will lead to comparatively low values for 2 Early H which will be linked to the behavior of a cosmological "constant" parameter value, which subsequently changes in value later, i.e., Equation (1.17) will be for a configuration just before the onset of the big bang itself. Also one can directly write
And, also, By conventional cosmological theory, limits of g * are at the upper limit of 100 -120, at most, according to Kolb and Turner [13] (1991). 
And this leads to the question of how to account for a possible mass/information content to the graviton.
Break Down of Quark-Gluon Models for Generation of Entropy
It gets worse if one is asserting that there is, in any case, a quark gluon route to determine the role of entropy. To begin this analysis, let us look at what goes wrong in models of the early universe. The assertion made is that this is due to the quark-Gluon model of plasmas having major "counting algorithm" breaks with non counting algorithm conditions, i.e. when plasma physics conditions BEFORE the advent of the Quark gluon plasma existed. Here are some questions which need to be asked.  . Either the viscosity drops nearly to zero, or else the entropy density may, partly due to restriction in geometric "sizing" may become effectively nearly infinite. It is due to the following qualifications put in about Quark -Gluon plasmas which will be put up, here. Namely, more collisions imply less viscosity. More Deflections ALSO implies less viscosity. Finally, the more momentum transport is prevented, the less the viscosity value becomes. Say that a physics researcher is looking at viscosity due to turbulent fields. Also, perturbative calculated viscosities: due to collisions. This has been known as Anomalous Viscosity in plasma physics, (this is going nowhere, from pre-big bang to big bang cosmology). Appendix B gives some more details as far as the So happens that RHIC models for viscosity assume
As Akazawa [16] noted in an RHIC study, equation 1.80 above makes sense if one has stable temperature T, so that 
Inter Relationship between Graviton Mass g m and the

Problem of a Sufficient Number of Bits of  from a Prior Universe, to Preserve Continuity between Fundamental Constants from a Prior to the Present Universe?
V.A. Rubakov and, P.G. Tinyakov [17] gives that there is, with regards to the halo of sub structures in the local Milky Way galaxy an amplitude factor for gravitational waves of 
If the radius is of the order of 10 r ≥ billion light-years ~4300 Mpc or much greater, so then we have, as an example 
, so then one is getting 
If one has that ( ) 
Conclusion. A Graviton Gas Inevitably Has Semi Classical Features. Cosmological Constant Parameter Initially May Be Accounted for via Graviton Release Initially?
The author is fully aware of how Durrer [8] and others use turbulence in early universe conditions, as a way, at the time of the electro weak transition to ac-count for relic graviton production. The electro weak transition, as noted by
Rubakov [21] , and others [22] is a candidate for computing the gravity waves induced by anisotropic stresses of stochastic primordial magnetic fields, i.e. a specified magnetic field in the onset of early universe conditions. The author suggests that earlier generation, requiring increased sensitivity of GW detectors, perhaps of 24 25 10 10 h − − may be necessary as to be able to reach higher frequency GW created by graviton production at the onset of inflation. Note that L.
Grishchuk [23] , in 2007 specified relic GW production as up to 10 GHz which is far in excess of the values Durrer and others proposal. Indeed, Durrer, Marozzi, and Rinaldi [24] are convinced that any relic conditions for GW must be much lower, with no relic GW observable as they specify it on alleged practical grounds. If one is unable to obtain detector sensitivities of the order of Note that Corda [25] has modeled adiabatically-amplified zero-point fluctuations processes in order to show how the standard inflationary scenario for the early universe can provide a distinctive spectrum of relic gravitational waves. De Laurentis, and Capozziello [26] (2009) have further extended this idea to give a qualified estimate of GW from relic conditions which will be re produced here.
Begin with De Laurentis's idea of a gravitational wave spectrum ( ) 
H is today's Hubble parameter, while f is GW frequency, and eq z is the red shift value of when the universe became matter dominated, i.e. red shift z = 1.55 with an estimated age of 3.5 Giga year, or larger, would be a good starting point, i.e. this is for larger than 3.5 Giga years for when matter domination became most prominent, i.e. the further back eq z goes the larger the upper bound for frequency f . The upper range for f appears to be about 100 Hertz. ~100 eq z , which should be investigated.
We at the close refer the readers to Appendix C for crucial considerations as to the emergence of gravitational astronomy as this relates to a summary as to how to confirm the models so referenced in this paper, as to work by Corda, and the LIGO GW team which is of potentially revolutionary import as far as observational astronomy confirming these ideas so presented.
author, Beckwith, thinks that the main challenge in clarifying this picture will be in defining the relationship of dS geometry, in overall Randall Sundrum brane world to that of standard 4 space,. We need though, now to look at whether or not higher dimensions are even relevant to GR itself.
A2: How DM would be influenced by gravitons, in 4 dimensions
We will also discuss the inter relationship of structure of DM, with challenges to Gaussianity. The formula as given by
Will be gone into. The variation, so alluded to which we will link to a statement about the relative contribution of Gaussianity, via looking at the gravita-
Here the expression NL f = variations from Gaussianity, while the statements as to what contributes, or does not contribute will be stated in our presentation. 
exp exp 
Appendix B. Next Generation GW Detectors
The following section is to improve upon the range of GW detected, as can be presented below. We use Figure 4 as given explicitly below 2) The minimal detectable amplitude of LIGO depends on [41] 3) The minimal detectable amplitude of cavity depends on arguments similar to the ones brought up in reference [42] as well as the following formulation
For the constant-amplitude HFGWs, and 
